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Hi All,
 
Kevin and I developed these Timber related issues that directly tie to this proposed aggregate site:
 
Timber Contracting:
 
Active/Awarded Contracts -  This proposal directly effects an awarded task order as part of the
PALTSC. Little Jackson I task order will need to be modified to potentially drop acres. (Josh Merrill-
Exton).
 
Research/Monitoring:  The overall footprint of this proposed site would directly effect control plots
that are a part of the Adapted Silviculture for Climate Change (ASCC) project (Little Jackson II),
delineation of the disturbance zone would need to be adjusted to avoid these research plots. If there
is a need to find a new control plot we must work with Mike Battaglia to potentially identify another
site.  With on-going veg planning in the area it may be difficult to find other representative sites for
control plots.
 
Inventory/Cruise:  Depending on the proposal from Archuleta County.  We will need to develop a
defensible timber cruise (sample tree protocol) across the potential disturbance zone.  This would
likely take 2-3 days total to design and implement. 
 
Mechanism for Timber Disposal:  We would likely utilize a deck sale and/or commercial permit
process depending on the amount of volume identified in the timber cruise.  This would require 7-10
days of a GS-9’s time to write the contract form and appraise for timber value. 
 
Traffic Congestion/Road Maintenance: There are 3 task orders and potentially future conventional
sales that will be on-going in the Jackson landscape.  An increase in log truck/gravel truck traffic
could become an issue. 
 
Road Re-construction: The 738 and 037 roads will require reconstruction, clearing, and widening to
handle the increase in log/gravel truck traffic. 
 
Conflicts with use of 037.A Road: This area is in the middle of the ASCC project and would have
significant impacts to the long term research and the treatments we have planned in those areas. 
There are also conflicts with the IMBA trail design.  Headwaters Timber Zone strongly disagrees with
the use of this road and adjacent forest area for the development of the pit on the uphill side. 
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These are the major concerns that Kevin and I developed.  There are likely other nuances that we
missed, but these are the major concerns and actions that we would need to take on the front end
of this project proposal. Thanks everyone.
 
 
 
 
 

Tim Leishman, Certified Silviculturist
Timber Operations / Silviculture
Forest Service
San Juan National Forest
Headwaters Timber Zone
Columbine Ranger District
p: 402-639-5774
timothy.leishman@usda.gov
367 S. Pearl Street
Bayfield, CO 81122
www.fs.fed.us
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